Bringing Digital Intelligence
to Indoor Farming
urban
agriculture
in the
age of AI

Continuous Growth
Everyone on the Orange Silicon Valley team here in San Francisco has
one over-arching mission: continuous learning. That mission is rooted in
a conviction that the most valuable discoveries and insights are ahead of
us – and that they will involve machine intelligence.
Georges Nahon
CEO
Orange Silicon Valley

This report underscores once again how the injection of digital intelligence
into previously separate industries, many of them piloted by deeply-held
human tacit knowledge. Driving cars, flying aircrafts, analyzing financials,
scanning radiology reports, and farming – these high-value human
activities are all opening up to algorithmic augmentation.
Indoor agriculture (ag) has two enormous advantages: continuous
growing year-round, and proximity to the point of consumption. Since
much of the new expansion in indoor ag is close to or even within the
cities we increasingly flock to, this is of great interest to Orange as a
communications and IT provider – making cities smarter and carrying the
signals of that sensing is central to our inspiration to be a major operator
for the Internet of Things.

Here at Orange Silicon Valley, we engage with technologists, forwardthinking investors and entrepreneurs across a broad spectrum of
solutions, and starting earlier this year, we have added the agricultural
sector to that portfolio. As consumers increasingly demand food that is
both locally sourced and more nutritious, Controlled Environment Indoor
Agriculture (CEIA) has an important role to play. This type of growing
presents tremendous opportunity, not only for technology to improve how
we grow and feed ourselves, but to do it in a more sustainable way. This
involves many innovation streams: smart cities, renewable energy, water,
and more.

Mark Plakias
VP of Knowledge Transfer
Orange Silicon Valley

We invite you to engage with us and our growing list of corporate and
startup partners as we pursue this transformative opportunity.
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Welcome to the
Great Indoors
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The structure of the indoor farming marketplace
can be described by how food is being cultivated,
and who is cultivating what crops, where.

The How:

Classifying controlled indoor ag
environments can be based on the type
of enclosure and the growth medium -soil-based, aquaponic, or aeroponic.

The What:

A spectrum of plants are under
cultivation, but profitability narrows
the field.

The Where:

Generally, the most advanced Intelligent
Controlled Environment Indoor Agriculture
development is outside the US, both in
terms of facilities and components.

The Who:

There are multiple types of actors and
business models.

Indoor farms are classified by how they deliver the
following core elements: inputs of nutrients, moisture,
pesticides (where needed), light, as well as the physical
enclosure.

Primary crops under cultivation are: greens, vine crops
such as tomatoes, herbs and microgreens, as well as
flowers and cannabis.

Colder, resource-constrained countries in Northern
Europe and monsoons-prone Asia countries have forced
innovation ahead of more resource-rich climates such
as California.

It’s a hotbed of activity for controlled agricultural
environments, with factors ranging from freight containers
to personal greenhouses to hybrid fish tanks. Our focus
is on the greenhouse segment and enclosed commercial
structures, including vertical farms.

In this report, we highlight the emerging opportunities in Intelligent Controlled Environment Indoor
Agriculture (ICEIA) technology, with particular attention to automation and machine intelligence.
We aim to accomplish three goals:
1. Discuss the reasons for moving operations indoors, as well as the relevant environmental contexts for
farmers and funders.
2. Assess the opportunities within technological advances by analyzing their applications in the growing
process and quantifying their investment benefits.
3. Identify the skills and new job descriptions necessary for sustained growth, as well as highlight the next
steps for key stakeholders.
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Instead of this....
People are demanding fresh, pesticide-free, and
locally-produced food. They will pay a premium for this.

.....Why not this?
How do we harness the broad advances in data
analytics and automation to optimize indoor agriculture?
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Gotham Greens Greenhouse sits atop
Whole Foods in Gowanus, Brooklyn.

Why is Indoors so
Hot Now?

Because we want it
Consumer demand for organic and local produce is
growing exponentially, with the increase in farmers’
markets, and organic sections in supermarkets. One
estimate has the category of local foods growing from
$1B in sales in 2005 to $7B at the end of 20141.
Because humanity needs it
We recently became an urban planet, passing 50% of
a world population that will grow by 3 billion by 2050,
requiring more productive and greener ways to grow
and deliver what consumers demand: sustainable,
local food.
Because the world needs it
With 37% of the world’s surface in use for planetary
food supply -- 40% of which is wasted2 -- driving
down the carbon footprint by shorter transits between
food sources and consumers is a must. 24% of all
greenhouse gases (GHGs) come from Ag3.

It's about the
Environment...

The climate is changing, so how do we change farming
to adapt? A global community of practices called
precision farming has emerged since the 80’s. Data
collection and analysis via a variety of sensors is its
hallmark. A fast-growing segment of that adaptation is
indoor farming -- part of what the ag community calls
Controlled Environment Indoor Agriculture.

We are adding the voice of software and
hardware engineers schooled in machine
learning, data science and robotics to the
growing conversation around Indoor Ag. Our
focus is on both the increasingly obvious
benefits of growing food closer to the point
of consumption, and closing the gap
between the current state of the art and the
fast growing field of machine intelligence.
1. Newbean Capital: "Indoor Crop Production: Feeding the Future"
March, 2015
2. ReFed: "Roadsmap to reduce US Food Waste", 2016
3. World resource Institute, "Creating a Sustainable Food Future:
Working Paper" May 2013
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How can machine
intelligence be
applied across this
new ecosystem
to meet the
foundational
challenges of
all growers?

Rocket Farms grows flowers and
herbs in this greenhouse facility using
automation imported from Europe.

“

Architecture, engineering, permitting,
regulatory factors and construction
are unique challenges that
greenhouse growers typically aren’t
accustomed to. We’ve taken
our experience in greenhouse
and environmental design,
and green building, and have
adapted it to urban, specifically
rooftop, application.

”

Gotham Greens packs and brands its
product for sale in Whole Foods, note
provenance shown on label.

Gotham Greens founding team, photo
courtesy of Gotham Greens,
“Gotham Greens: The Rooftop
Greenhouse”, Growing Magazine, 9/23/16

“

Go work on farms. Come and visit.
We're looking for solutions. We
know that innovation is the key,
so if someone from outside the
industry is interested in coming in
and learning, listen and understand
that's great.

”

Justin Dautoff, President, Rocket Farms, in
conversation with Orange Silicon Valley’s
Micki Seibel
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Advances in price/performance, energy
efficiency, and spectral manipulation of LED
lights are innovations lighting up Indoor.

The Technology Toolshed:
Opportunity Assessment
We see the model for intelligent indoor ag as a data layer on top of the
existing indoor ag stack.
Many of the complex variables associated with controlled ag,
be it indoors or outdoors are contextual, such as labor supply,
or real estate.

There are multiple points where automation can
augment or substitute for human inputs in the
work flow of ag.

The researchers at Comet Labs and Orange
believe opex reduction and topline revenue can
be enhanced through the layering of machine
intelligence on top of today's instrumented
indoor environments.

The purpose of our Controlled Intelligent Indoor
Ag Technology Stack is to identify those tech
components that can deliver these efficiencies,
and assess their maturity.

The intelligence layer of the stack is virtual, and
because of that, can be delivered -- like most
contemporary IT -- as a service.

As machine intelligence generates data and trains itself, how do we normalize data
from automation for the greatest utility of stakeholders? What business models
promote data sharing?

“

The most expensive
components in our open
system are the vision system
and seed injector, but even
these are relatively cheap

”

Rory Aronson
Founder of Farmbot,
A precision ag kit for DIY farming

“

What you don’t see here are
30,000 different data-point
sensors monitoring the
environment, the temperature,
the nutrients, the lighting

”

Marc Oshima
AeroFarms
Chief Marketing Officer
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The Intelligent Controlled Environment
Indoor Ag Technology Stack (ICEIA)
OPEX - Ongoing operating expense
CAPEX - Initial capital expenditures
Intelligence
Layer

sensors
[dataset]

computer
vision
[dataset]

machine
learning
[data fusion]

predictive
analytics

Sensing
Layer

Crop-related Sensing:
Nutrients, Yield, Growth,
Transpiration, Color, Taste,
Nutritional levels, Logistics,
Thinning, Retransplantation,

Resources:
Energy

Renewables

Conventional

Controllers
& Sensors

Discrete: Passive and Active

Cloud-connected
(analytics available)

Seeds
& Plants

Conventionally-bred outdoor varietals

Indoor-specific varietals
optimized for lighting, flavor,
nutrient density, etc.

Growing
Media

Soil-based

Aquaponic

Lighting +
HVAC

Natural Light, can be ‘supplemented’
with artificial

Electrical:
T5, LED, Sodium, Halide, Plasma

Enclosure

Greenhouse

Opaque structure

Environmental
Sensing:
Light, KwH, Wind,
Temp., Location, Air
Quality, Pest Levels

Hydroponic

External Data:
Sell-through at Retail
(location, lot), Seasonality,
Market prices, Holidays,

Aeroponic

The Stack shows 8 layers of technology, starting with the physical infrastructure layers at the bottom, and
moving up into sensors and instrumentation. The foundational infrastructure layers are shown as Capex,
primarily one-time capital expenditures.
The top three layers are services: starting with energy sources, and then ascending into digital services
delivering data from sensors, robots, and controllers. The final layer is a interpretative and predictive
analytics view of what's going on in realtime, with recommendations, and 'what-if' functionality.
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Making Use of Machine Intelligence
The Comet Labs research team has built an extensive model of the growing cycle for lettuce, with an
analysis of current inputs and outputs at each stage of the growing cycle, starting from soil analysis and
seed selection, through to transport. Both human and machine components were included in the point-ofdeparture. Comet Labs then applied expert assessments of the available machine automation tools on the
near-to-mid term event horizon and mapped them onto the same cycle.

Sensors

Algorithms Data Fusion Machine
Motion &
Perception Manipulation

Soil Analysis & Preparation
Seed Selection & Processing
Planting
Followup Fertilization
Irrigation
Cultivation: Thinning
Cultivation: Weed Control
Cultivation: Pest Control
Retransplantation
Harvest
Cleaning
Packaging
Transport
The analysis shown above should be taken as a directional trendline. We show this as an example of how
to apply automation to the growing of lettuce. The colored blocks show where the indicated machine
intelligence can increase yields, optimize water and light allocation, and mitigate costs. [costs include:
labor, real estate, pesticide, etc.]
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Making the Case Through the Numbers
The first generation of greenhouse agriculture has been financially proven since 1900s in Europe,
Mexico and to a lesser extent in the US.

The next generation is envisioned to be a fully-instrumented ‘hybrid’ model, which incorporates
external weather into the Controlled Environment Indoor Agriculture, We foresee this structure leveraging
external factors like sunlight and rainfall, and adapting internal resources allocations accordingly.

6 Key Performance Indicators for Intelligent Indoor Ag
Controlled
Environment
Indoor
Agriculture
(1st Gen)

Intelligent
Controlled
Environment
Indoor
Agriculture
(Next Gen)

KPI

Outdoor

Why this is important

Build: CapEx Cost
[$/sq ft]

$0.03 / sq ft

$100 / sq ft

$150 / sq ft

While the inital CapEx cost
is much higher...

Power: Grams of
lettuce per KwH
[g/KwH]

No artificial
light used

250 g / KwH

350 g / KwH

... and the energy needed
to produce light is higher...

Labor: as % of
Growing Cost

24%

45%

5%

... the major strain on cost,
namely labor, diminishes

Size: avg. size of a
full scale operation

100 acres

10 acres

1 acres

Yield: [g/ sq ft]

0.31 g / sq ft

3 / sq ft

31 / sq ft

... the yield per sq / ft rises

Production: number
of harvests per year

4.5

18

25

... the number of harvests
(as a measurement of
amount) rises

... the need for spaces
decreases

Above are some key metrics that have emerged from the conversation about indoor ag. On the
next page, we discuss areas for further exploration and optimization.
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Three Narratives for
Farmers and Funders

1. The Capex Discussion
What is Capital Expenditure (CAPEX)?
Capital expenditure, or CapEx, are funds used
by a company to acquire or upgrade physical
assets such as property, industrial buildings or
equipment. The cost of building out controlled
indoor ag space is converging on a metric of
approximately $150 square foot for urban indoor
spaces such as vertical farms, which include
always-on LED lighting, for example. Greenhouse
environments, which can be quite large, are
reported by operators we interviewed to be in the
$100 sq ft range. To summarize a growing body
of analysis about investor returns, and putting
aside cannabis as the outlier, ROI for indoor ag
at scale is 5+ years. This is despite the ability
to grow product year-round, and at a premium
relative to outdoor.

2. The Contextual Discussion

3. The Computational Discussion

Capex requirements can be significantly impacted
by two different contextual factors.

The central thesis of this study is that data analytics
can optimize yields and reduce crop damage
and labor costs. From a financial performance
perspective, increased profitability accelerates
payback on the initial capex outlay.

(1) Location. As is true of all real estate,
even indoor ag environments – but especially
greenhouses – are sensitive from a Capex (and
Opex) perspective to climate and locationspecific amenities. For example, a greenhouse
in Kentucky can afford to use plastic sheathing
rather than glass due to the external climate. In
addition, for urban locations, city-specific taxes,
permitting procedures, and available grants can
affect the return on investment.
(2) Crops. More specifically, the mix of crops
being grown under a single canopy – be it
greenhouse or vertical – affects capex and
opex. A diverse product range is usually a
good thing in business, but for indoor ag, the
requirements of tomato vines or peppers may be
sufficiently different from lettuce or microgreens
to require partitioning of the space. Partitions
mean additional and redundant buildout of
infrastructure, driving capex, along with
ongoing opex.

From a computational perspective, the three basic
parameters of any Big Data problem apply here;
they are expressed as the “3 V’s”:
Velocity, Volume, and Variety.
Velocity in the context of indoor ag means the
speed at which data is streaming in from sensors,
and the rate at which it needs to be fused and
interpreted.
Volume is the amount of data being collected from
the growing platforms about the plants conditions.
This can be enormous.
Variety is a measure of the different types of data,
such as environmental, plant health, labor-related
metrics, and exogenous variables such as
market prices.
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The New Faces on the Farm
The Intelligent Indoor Ag organization will be competing for new skill sets that are being sought by other
industries: logistics, autonomous cars, and smart infrastructure of all types will need these skills as well.
As a result, a number of entrepreneurial actors are realizing that delivering the analytics and data sets to
drive these new assets will need to be delivered as a service, closely integrated with passive and active
sensors and robotics.

“

Most of my job involved
looking at pieces of paper
that were soaked in water.

”

Allison Kopf
Founder of data management platform Agrilyst, discussing how she
got the inspiration to start an analytics company for indoor ag.

“

Let’s automate the low-skill,
dull, dirty, and dangerous jobs
and use the labor supply we do
have for meaningful positions.

”

Carl Vause
CEO of Soft Robotics, discussing with AgFunder News the idea of
upskilling farm labor.
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New Agronomist

The Mech Engineer

Work with Data Scientists to correlate specific flavor
profiles and crop yields with growing conditions,
such as LED settings.
Degree: Agronomy

Work with Computer Vision team to optimize visionenabled deposition systems.
Degree: Mechanical Engineer

Roboticist

Computer Vision Tech

Supervise and train LiDAR-guided robots for
rotating growing racks; Maintain and tune lighting
elements for optimization of crop yields. Work with
Computer Vision Team for optimizing pest control
and harvesting automation.
Degree: Robotics Engineer

Supervise RGB/HD Camera or Hyperspectral
systems for data collection, to support deep
learning algorithms.
Degree: Computer Science

Data Scientist

Electrical Engineer

Aggregate sensor outputs for data fusion
and analysis.
Degree: Data Scientist

Layout and installation of sensors and process
control systems. Work with Roboticist, Mech
Engineer, Vision techs.
Degree: Data Scientist

Plant Operations, Safety and Hygiene

Development, Permitting and Regulatory Affairs

Responsible for liaising with Mechanical, Electrical,
and Data Science to monitor pests, water quality,
atmosphere for threats to plant health.
Degree: Industry experience

Identity stakeholders for public sector funding and
incentives, brief relevant authorities on differences
between indoor agricultural and other commercial
compliance issues. Develop creative solutions to
permitting processes.
Degree: Urban Planning, and/or Architecture
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Getting Close:
It's a Good Thing
What is universal is the need to curb carbon flows, and preserve water
resources: controlled ag, especially indoors, means better stewardship of the
planet. Doing that, and ensuring adequate nutrition for humanity, is worthy of
combining our intelligence, and harnessing that of machines.

Calls to action

Farmer - Open source insights to create benchmarks and broaden our shared
portfolio of crops faster.
Funder - Facilitate the application of knowledge and technology from semiadjacent and adjacent industries and geographies.
Founder - Create new tools and business models for the support of a
growing industry.
Real estate, city planning, regulators - Draft new and more flexible zoning
laws and recognize environmental implications of CEIA.

Everyone - Educate consumers on how growing foods indoors meets the
demand for local, sustainable, and healthy products.

Orange Silicon Valley’s Sustainable Food Systems initiative actively develops
projects joining corporate partners, startups, and growers with the
global resources of Orange in the cloud, and across its many network
connectivity options.

To learn how you can participate alongside our partners,
please contact Micki Seibel at micki.seibel@orange.com

Photo Credits
USA Pavilion 2015 (above), Vertical Harvest, Vincent Callabaut Architects in Paris (cover), Whole
Foods in Brooklyn
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